This year the children have a Learning Journey and
Maths book. Do you like this change?

Parents’ Evening—Would you prefer a choice between a
daytime or evening appointment rather than two evenings?

“Yes it is easier to see the progress”
“ Brilliant change”
“Really liked the layout and plenty of photos”
“having a chronological order gives the content context”

Overall parents/carers preferred the current system of
parents evening over two days.

Teachers are encouraging pupils to review and respond to their
marking. All children have ‘fix-it’ time during the
week

Do you have any feedback about homework?
This aspect had mixed feedback and a split with parents and
carers feeling it is the right amount/age appropriate and others
finding a struggle to fit all in. There is an overwhelming majority
that appreciate reading with the child is essential.
This will be reviewed with staff and parents/carers

What are your thoughts on transition
between year groups?
This was an extremely positive response. Feedback highlighted
the themed days where children are in classes with a range of
R-4,move around the school and are taught by different
teachers.
We want to further develop this i.e. we will schedule ‘meet
your new class teacher’ sessions for all year
Groups for our parents/carers—more details to
follow

Parents’ Voice/Home-School Communication: Do
you feel your voice is heard? Any suggestions as to
how we can enhance communication?

Parent Survey
Feedback
January 2016

Home/School communication is excellent.
Any concerns/questions are quickly dealt with.
“As parents we feel our opinion is asked for”
Like the diaries
Teachers/HT are always available
Some parents suggested having letters via emailthis is something we will
look at.

Curriculum. Do you feel your child has a
varied curriculum experience?

Varied lots of activities
They (the children) enjoyed the whole school topic days
•
enjoys the topics and visits
•
lots of different topics
•
children seem to have a good variation

